
Тест по английскому языку  для обучающихся  6 классапо теме « Present Simple  и Present 

Continuous» и повтерение грамматического материала учебник « Spotlight-6» модуль: 1-3( 

притяжательные, указательные, неопределенные местоимения,артикли, предлоги) 

 

1. Present Simple or Present Continuous? 

1. What the children (do)?- They (play) puzzles. 

3. Julia (speak) 4 languages. 

4. They (not listen) to music now. 

5. Your brother often (go) cycling? 

6. She (not go) to the park last Sunday. 

7. Where your parents (live) in a month? 

8. How many English books you (read) since last spring? 

9. Where is Tom?  He (have) a shower. 

10. Sue (not) coffee . She prefer) tea. 

11. She (eat) already two plates of soup. 

12. Young people in my school   (not  wear ) a uniform at school next year. 

 

2. Choose the correct item. 

1. Look at…….. He is my friend. 

A. him              B. his              C. he      D. our 

2. This car is………. 

A. her                   B. hers           C. she       D. she’s  

3. There isn`t………cheese in this sandwich. 

A. some           B. a                C. any      D. anything 

4. Please come to my party……..Sunday. 

A. in                  B. on             C. at            D. under 

5. I don`t like to listen……..classical  music. 

A. to                  B. on          C. -             D. with 

6. We go on holiday……….August. 

A. in                   B. near          C. at           D. on 

7. The brother of my mother is my………… 

A. aunt                    B. grandfather         C. uncle            D. cousin 

8. He………….like soup. 

A. not              B. isn`t                     C. don`t            D. doesn`t 

9. Don’t take …. dirty stones. 

A. these      B. this       C. that      D. a 

10. This book is ………than the one we read last year 

A.   difficulter         B.  more difficult     C.  the most difficult  D. much difficult 

 

3. Choose the right preposition:   

1. He `s crazy……..tennis 

2. The gallery is famous … new collections. 

3. She is proud……her designer’s clothes . 

4. Our class took part …….recycling. 

5. I`m fond…….reading 

6. I go there often I take care … my granny. 

7. He's interested…….collecting stamps. 

8. He looks …. his father 

9. I want to take photos … these mountains. 

10.  I am looking …. my glasses, where are they? 

 


